This presentation covers link‐level reliability. With the exception of the P2P * OpClasses,
LLR is an optional capability that is applied based on solution‐specific needs or operating
environments.
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LLR is used on a link‐hop basis. It provides reliable delivery of end‐to‐end packets between
a pair of interfaces connected by a link.
LLR is mandatory for P2P‐Core, P2P‐Coherency, and P2P‐Vendor‐defined OpClass solutions,
and optional for all other OpClasses. LLR enables memory operations to be pipelined
across a link in the order posted; this improves performance and simplifying
implementations.
LLR should be used in solutions where transient errors are more common, and the
performance impact of end‐to‐end retransmission is application visible. For example, a link
with a BER greater than 10e‐12 or in a longer distance cable solution (e.g., 50‐100 m)
Unlike other technologies, Gen‐Z LLR does not require end‐to‐end packet modifications or
additional link layer protocol bytes which degrade performance. Instead, each Gen‐Z
interface maintains an implicit sequence number associated with each end‐to‐end packet
and a retransmission queue. Once an end‐to‐end packet is acknowledged, retransmission
resources are released.
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This slide illustrates LLR initialization. LLR uses a 3‐way exchange to communicate the
implicit transmit and receive sequence numbers. A LLR Init is transmitted every 8192 UI
until it is acknowledged by a LLR Init ACK. Upon receipt of a LLR Init ACK, the interface
transmits explicit flow‐control packets that complete LLR initialization and enable end‐to‐
end packets to be transmitted Periodic transmission based on UI enables the protocol to
operate across multiple signaling rates and link widths. The larger UI enables the protocol
to operate across relatively long cable lengths.
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This slide illustrates LLR initialization where the LLR Init ACK transmitted by the left
interface is lost due to a transient error.
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This slide illustrates the steps taken upon detecting a transient error. Once a transient error
is detected, the receiving interface silently discards all new end‐to‐end packets, and
transmits a LLR Discard to inform the transmitter of the error. Upon receipt of the LLR
Discard, the transmitter determines the last successfully received packet and releases all
resources associated with acknowledged packets. It then transmits a LLR Clear Discard to
indicate it is ready to start retransmission. Upon receipt of a LLR Exit Discard, the
transmitter retransmits all outstanding end‐to‐end packets and resumes normal operation.
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This slide covers additional LLR requirements, e.g., each interface maintains a LLR Timer to
ensure that a LLR ACK packet is transmitted at least once every 2e20 UI.
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This concludes this presentation. Thank you.
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